
Socratic Method Exposes P-Con Fraud Series: Based on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical 
thinking and to draw out ideas and underlying presuppositions. 

c/o mayesvara dasa 
(805) 640-0405 

  mdjagdasa@gmail.com

QUESTION: Why do you believe anything Nico claims when there is overwhelming evidence that he intentionally misrepresents reality in a 
desperate attempt to prop up the P-Con that he contrived?  Despite all the bravado about evidence, for over 20 years Nico has failed to get the 

 P-Con heard in any court.  He admits his focus is the court of “public-opinion” which means  Don’t you believe the discipleslynch-mob lawlessness. 
       of HDG deserve the same legal protection that every citizen in the USA is given which is:  “They are innocent until proven guilty”? 
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P-Con

DamageDamage Control! Control!
                         Not wanting to draw attention 
                        to the serious flaws  exposes DECEPTION
                        in the P-Con, Nico picks on the Lampoon 
             which laughs at the absurdity of his accusations.
               What follows is a collage of his impertinent phrases.

   Mayesvara (MAYA)is an expert doubt manufacturer. SPTD 828

He casts aspersions without evidence, is an amateur psychoanalyst, compares 
the “poison theory” to holocaust denial, insults P-Con promoters, uses 1930's photos of the KKK to 
ridicule, is a bit wacky with loose screws, uses goofy cartoons, jokes, weird incoherent, rambling, self-
contradictory, and unscientific mudslinging. (Nico forgot who is Henry Barnes?)

     MAYA makes false accusations, invents logic fallacies, is full of deceptive huff, puff, and 
bluff,  speculates, is desperate, confused, flip-flops, makes crazy proclamations, errant 
philosophical interpretations, aspersions without evidence, and shows how far dishonest 
persons will go to obscure solid evidence and prevent his reality from collapsing - which 
would cause him an unbearable emotional, philosophic, and practical life readjustment. 
    did no scientific hair tests, disparages past ones, gets hair mixed up, claims   MAYA
there are difficulties with hair studies, throws mud to see what sticks, engages in weird 
faulty biased science that is misinterpreted because his agenda is to create doubts via 
his book/movie , which gets a failing grade, beyond F, maybe a Zzzz. DECEPTION
His book should be read or his amateur film watched, only with in hand.Pepto Bismol 
    fusses, is dishonest, cheats (offers) empty bluffs, makes false accusations, is a   MAYA
deceitful liar, twists the words of other persons, takes potshots, speculates, changes the 
conversation, is in denial, has sorely lacking arguments, throws together bad science, 
pathetically ridicules researchers as bribed frauds and nincompoops. He plays scientist and  
assumes he is more qualified than Dr. Morris whom he mocks with a cartoon, says cadmium 
is an unusual murder poison with no historical examples of its use, and refers to the 
Prabhupada Truth Committee (PTC) as “Goofy,” marijuana smokers that stole samples.

Tamal Krishna Goswami: “I hope those who falsely accused me and others will 
admit that they were wrong and beg forgiveness, from Srila Prabhupada, whose 
sublime final pastimes they have attempted to tarnish.” -DECEPTION 439 

Trivikram Swami: “Nico did not deserve Srila Prabhupada’s association” SPTD 535

Danavir Goswami: P-Con advocates are demonic Kali-celas dedicated to disrupting 
ISKCON, misrepresenting the words of HDG and behave like demons. 536

Bhakti Tirtha Swami: P-Con is a scapegoat for ones own failures. Nico as a mentally 
and psychologically imbalanced agent of Kali meant to destroy ISKCON. 538

Badrinarayan, Gunagrahi, and Bhakticharu Swamis: Defamed so-called P-Con 
forensic evidence and claim it is perpetuated by low persons with a hate agenda.  557

Hari Sauri:  When asked about P-Con he deferred to the  video DECEPTION 553

Tirtharaj & Deva Gaura Hari: (NTIAP). They confirmed there is no whisper or hair 
evidence for P-Com & explained a normal death trajectory due to diabetes,  551

Suddha Jiva Dasa: Posted a long list of grievances that Nico caused in NC and how 
he was forced to sue him in 1999 to recover hundreds of thousands of $ for damages. 

Jagannatha Dasa Puripada Jeoffrey Giuliano: Testified that Nico manufactured 
pre-meditated P-Con fraud & tried to bribe him if he lied to create fake evidence. 539

Rabindra Swarupa: (Nico) assaults (TKGs) devotion, honor & reputation. 531

Mayesvara:  fully exposed the P-Con fraud as maliciously intentional and DECEPTION
unfounded. It attracts those who are gullible, uninformed, lazy, and/or wounded.

Jayadvaita Swami: I dislike feeling obliged to respond to (the P-Con) garbage. 531

    “Since narcissists deep down feel themselves to be faultless, it 
  is inevitable that when they are in conflict with the world they will 
invariably perceive the conflict as the world's fault.” — M. Scott Peck

Everyone Else 
is WRONG!

    My conclusions were unexpected so now he says:
“The (GBC) employed the eccentric, snarling, hyperactive, combative, and arrogant 
Mayeswara das to produce yet another whitewash denial cover-up, characterizing the 
“poison theory” as perpetrated by low persons with a hate agenda.”   Leaks confirmed,
md extensively worked with the GBC which also funded him   BUT…(his) SPTD 557

film and book would not be endorsed by the GBC hinting at legal considerations.   

Nico invited devotees to conduct an independent study and I accepted:
"(The PCON's)…invite respected devotees from a variety of sectors to cooperate on an

A Serious, Independent Investigation?  DECEPTION 1.4

    impartial investigation.”
-KGBG 105
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    The  research was done entirely at my own expense, in my own literary DECEPTION
                            style with NO GBC input.  This is why it failed to glean their imprimatur,
                               not for legal reasons!   This is thoroughly explained in Section 1.4 of 
                                  DECEPTION: “A Serious Independent Investigation.”

Suddha Sattva, Nico's Oldest Son: Nico is an egotistical, narcissistic man who left a 
trail of destroyed devotee communities, abandoned children, and abused wives in his 
path.  He continues to hurt people and lure them into his control. 

              The P-Con is a fathomless dishonesty, character assassination,  The Entire GBC:
                blasphemous to senior devotees, and a threat to the HK movement. 549

              UnanimouslyWritten Testimonies of 14 other Senior Disciple Witnesses:
              agree P-Con was an impossible, fabricated attention-seeking psychopathic lie!

More Clever DECEPTION!                                                       “The DECPTION video on 
YouTube and this will be lists BKM as the “executive producer” 
removed soon, as the GBC is online evidence of their denials.”   p558

                               If this were true, Nico would have 
                                taken a screen shot of the film 
                                 to prove that Bir DECEPTION
                                Krishna was the producer and 
       later got removed.  The timestamp of the film on 
            YouTube also confirms the film has been un-
              changed since Feb 22, 2020.  This is just 
               another typical example of the sleazy  
                DECEPTION behind the entire P-Con.

DECEPTION, 
gets a failing 

grade, beyond , F
maybe a Zzzz.

I don’t 
believe we’ve 
ever met...

The sadhus (below) concur: “Nico is unstable”, he says: “They are ALL wrong!”

KGBG 18, SPTD 830
DECEPTION Sec 3.9 

See Nico’s horrid behavior here: http://www.vaishnava-news-network.org/usa/US9905/US21-3917.html

 https://web. archive.org/web/20180904211556/http://nomissionnomercy.com/nico-kuyt-aka-nityananda-das/
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